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A. DANCE

Lionel Bart’s OLIVER!
OVERALL EXPECTATIONS
By the end of Grade 1, students will:

GRADE 1

21st century skills of creativity, critical thinking, and
collaboration are embedded in the process of bringing the
page to the stage. Seeing live theatre encourages students to
read, develop critical and creative thinking, and to be curious
about the world around them.

A1. Creating and Presenting: apply the creative process (see pag
dance phrases, using the elements of dance to communicate

A2. Reflecting, Responding, and Analysing: apply the critical a
communicate their feelings, ideas, and understandings in re
and experiences;

This Teacher Resource Guide includes background
information, questions, and activities that can stand alone or
work as building blocks toward the creation of a complete
unit of classroom work.

A3. Exploring Forms and Cultural Contexts: demonstrate an un
and styles from the past and present, and their social and/or

THEATRE DE LA SALLE presents OLIVER!

FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS FOR GRADE 1

Let us transport you to Victorian London next spring for this
timeless tale about the boy who asked for more…

Students in Grade 1 will develop understanding of the following
various dance experiences (e.g., connecting and altering familiar
on body and space.
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In Theatre De La Salle's brand new production of Lionel Bart’s
multi-award winning musical, producer Michael Luchka and
directors Glenn Cherny and Marc Labriola will be joined by
choreographer Melissa Ramolo, Musical Director Chris
Tsujiuchi, and Set Designer Michael Bailey, to bring you
another must-see family favourite.
The story of Oliver Twist was written by Dickens when he was
25 years old and first published in monthly instalments
between 1838-1839 and will celebrate its 180th anniversary
in 2018. Our production will also coincide with a few other
notable milestones related to the musical:
• the 50th Anniversary of the Feature Film (1968-2018)

• the 55th Anniversary of Oliver! Winning the Tony Award for
Best Original Score (1963)
Here at De La Salle, we are also celebrating the 40th and
20th anniversaries of our very own stage adaptations of
Oliver!, first performed in 1977, and again in 1997.

66" once
Twenty years later, it's time for us to say “oom-pah-pah
again!

By the end of Grade 1, students w
ELEMENTS OF DANCE
• body: body awareness (e.g., awareness of where one is in space
B1.
Creating
app
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whole and
bodyPresenting:
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an
body only), use of body parts (e.g.,drama,
arms, using
legs, head),
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curved, straight, closed), locomotor movements (e.g., galloping, s
B2. Reflecting, Responding, and
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such
as more!
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Please,
sir. We want
some
communicate feelings, ideas,
kicking, bending knees, melting to the ground, stretching, grow
With those words from our enthusiastic students,
I was gently persuaded to
experiences;
bases (e.g., feet as body base, hands
and knees as body base)

GRADE 1

Based on Charles Dickens’ classic novel, Oliver! is one of the
most successful musicals of all time and has a sensational
score that includes such classics as Food Glorious Food,
Consider Yourself, You’ve Got to Pick-a-Pocket or Two, Where
Is Love?, Oom-Pah-Pah, and I’d Do Anything.

OVERALL EXPECTATIONS

launch another season of Theatre De La Salle. Truth be told, it didn't take much
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” rhythm
• energy: quality (e.g., melting, twitching, slumping, percussive,

~ Artistic Director Mr. M. Luchka ~

• relationship: with a partner (e.g., slow-motion mirroring)

FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS FOR GR
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SPECIFIC EXPECTATIONS

ELEMENTS OF DRAMA
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SPECIFIC EXPECTATIONS

and areas for improvement as drama creators, performers,
and audience members
B1.1 engage in dramatic
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After escaping the workhouse, young orphan boy Oliver
quickly finds himself alone on the bleak streets of London.
When he befriends the mischievous Artful Dodger, Oliver is
introduced to the art of pickpocketing, but could his new
lifestyle lead him to a discovery about his mysterious past?

B. DRAMA
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Lionel Bart’s OLIVER!

COMING TO THE THEATER!
THEATRE!
PlayhouseSquare is an exciting venue to see live theater! As

De La Salle College is an exciting venue to see live theatre!
the country’s largest performing arts center outside of New
The school was built in 1951 and included an auditorium
York, the not-for-profit performing arts center utilizes the
that became the home of Theatre De La Salle. During its
arts to engage individuals and attract more than one million
67-year history, Theatre De La Salle has staged 28
guests per year to 1,000+ annual events. PlayhouseSquare
dramatic productions, 42 musicals, and three musical
thus acts as a catalyst for economic growth and vitality
revue shows. OLIVER! was first performed at De La Salle
within the region.
College in 1977 and again in 1997.

As audience members, you and your students play a vital
role in the success of the performances. You are part of a
community that creates the theatre
theater experience. For many
students, this may be their first time viewing a live theatre
theater
production. We encourage teachers to discuss some of the
differences between watching a television show, attending
a sporting event or viewing a movie at the cinema. Here are
a few examples to start the discussion:
Students are led into the theater
theatre and seated by an usher.
Theatres
Theaters are built to magnify sound. Even the slightest
whisper can be heard throughout the theatre.
theater. Remember

that not only can those around you hear you, the
performers can too.
Appropriate responses such as laughing or applauding
are appreciated. Pay attention to the artists on stage;
they will let you know what is appropriate.
There is no food,
drink
or gum permitted
the theater.
Refreshments
will be
distributed
during thein
Intermission.
Photography and videotaping of performances is not
permitted.
When the houselights dim, the performance is about to
begin. Please turn your attention toward the stage.
After the performance, you will be dismissed by bus
number. Check around your seat to make sure you have
all of your personal belongings.

The Artful Dodger picking a pocket to the amazement of Oliver Twist;
illustration (1838) by George Cruikshank

Matteo deFlorentiis (centre)
played an orphaned pirate in
last year’s The Pirates of
Penzance. This year he plays
another orphan - the Artful
Dodger in Oliver!

Savanna LaSelva (right)
played Ruth in Pirates (2017);
this year she plays Nancy in
Oliver!
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Teacher Resource Guide

Activities to do before or after the play...

POST-SHOW ACTIVITIES

LANGUAGE ARTS

College
and Career Readiness (CCR) Anchor Standards
For Discussion:
for Speaking and Listening
• What song stuck
with you the
Presentation
of Knowledge
andmost?
IdeasWhy?
4

• Creative Writing: Give students the list of vocabulary
words and have them choose a certain number of words to
incorporate into a piece of creative writing. For example, ask
students to write a short story incorporating 7 vocabulary
words, or have students draw a comic strip using 3
vocabulary words.
• Descriptive Writing: Ask students what their favourite food
is and to describe that food. Have students pretend they are
describing the food for someone who has never seen it or
tasted it before. What does the food look like, taste like, smell
like?

SOCIAL STUDIES
Introduce the phrase "haves and have-nots," which dates
from Dickens' time. "Have-nots" are individuals who lack
money, wealth and other material resources-as contrasted
with “haves." Play the song, "Food, Glorious Food!" from
Oliver! (lyrics included in the Appendix) to demonstrate Dickens's
focus on the gap between "haves" and "have nots," and his
awareness of the humanity that all people share.
Here is a link to the scene from the feature film:
https://youtu.be/hEQDllvuy1I
•. How does Charles Dickens portray the lives of people who are
disadvantaged? Does it seem he might have lived in these
conditions himself? How else would he know so much about being
poor?

or moments
the production
did you find
• What scenes
College
and Career
Readinessin (CCR)
Anchor Standards
most significant or memorable? Why?
for Language
Conventions
of Standard English 1
• If you could play any role in the production, which one
Vocabulary
and Use
6
would you Acquisition
choose? Explain
your 5,
reason.
• Who are the good guys (heroes) in the story of Oliver? Who
are the bad guys (villains)? What makes them good or bad?

BEAUTY IS ONLY SKIN DEEP

In
Beauty and the Beast, Belle discovers that the Beast is
• Is it ever okay to take something that belongs to someone
not
beast their
at all.permission?
Rather, heDiscuss.
is a kind and caring soul and
elseawithout
she eventually falls in love with him. Form groups of 3-4
people.
Act out
a scene
showing
befriending
• Why does
Nancy
go along
with people
Fagin and
Bill’s planand
to
recapture Oliver?
Does
she looks
have or
another
option?
are
accepting
someone
whose
behaviors
areWhat
different
your thoughts?
from
the rest of the group.
• In the nineteenth century, poverty was thought to be the
result of moral failings: you were poor because you were bad.
Do we have different attitudes about this today?
• Could the story of Oliver happen today? Why or why not?
• Who should take care of children when they don’t have a
mother or father?
• What are some ways that our community helps people who
don’t have enough food to eat?
• What charities does your school support?

• What are some details that show some people have more money
than others? How does Charles Dickens show who are "haves" and
who are “have-nots?"

• Discuss or write a paragraph explaining what you think
happens to Oliver after the play ends. Describe what his life
is like as he gets older. Mail your ideas to:

• Where do we see inequities like these in our society? If Dickens
were writing a story about today, what do you think he would write
about?

Theatre De La Salle
131 Farnham Avenue
Toronto, Ontario
M4V 1H7

CRITICAL RESPONSE
Students develop their comprehension when they reflect
upon what they noticed, wondered about and felt. Engage
your students in a discussion by posing the following
questions:
1. Think about a character in Beauty and the Beast.
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WORDS in the MUSICAL
Words in the Play

Things/Descriptions:
îBeak - nose

Places:

îFurbiloes – a ruffle, flounce, or bit
of showy or fussy trimming

îWorkhouse - A poorhouse in which
paupers were given work

îCheerio – British slang for
goodbye and good luck.

îLarder – pantry or room where food is kept

îJemmy – a crowbar; prying
something open with a bar

Food:
îGruel - a light, usually thin cooked
cereal made by boiling meal, especially
oatmeal, in water or milk

People/Insults:
îCadge - 1. To borrow without intent to
repay 2. To beg or obtain by begging

îPease pudding - A pudding made
chiefly of egg and strained peas

îPauper – a person without any means of
support, usually depending on public welfare

îSaveloy - A highly seasoned, dried sausage

îTinker - originally a travelling mender
of pots and pans, but also used as slang
for a clumsy or mischievous child

îCrumpet – a round, soft, unsweetened
bread, similar to a muffin; slang
for an attractive woman
îVittles – archaic slang for food

Money Terms:
îGuineas – a British gold coin taken
out of circulation in the early 1800’s,
worth about 21 shillings
îPound – a coin with the value
of one-pound sterling
îFarthing – a bronze coin worth 1⁄4 of
a penny; withdrawn from circulation
in 1961; also slang for something
very small and worthless.

îScallywag – a scamp or rascal
îToff – a fashionable person who wants to
be considered a member of the upper class
îSlummin’ – to visit a place
considered to be of low status
îMealy-faced – lacking healthy coloring; pale
îCoffin-follower – poor people were hired
by undertakers to act as mourners at
funerals, silently following the coffin with
suitable dark clothes and sad expressions
îBow Street Runners – London’s first
professional police force, a small group of men
who worked out of the Magistrate’s office
and generally served notices and warrants
îBloke – a man
îMagistrate – a civil officer charged
with administration of the law
îBeadle – a parish officer serving minor duties

Oliver! Vocabulary
Places, Food, and Money

Down
1. A poorhouse in which paupers were
given work.
2. Pantry or room where food is kept.
3. A pudding made chiefly of egg and
strained peas

Across
4. A light, usually thin, cooked cereal
made by boiling meal, especially
oatmeal, in water or milk.
7. A highly seasoned, dried sausage
10. A British gold coin taken out of
circulation in the early 1800’s, worth
about 21 shillings
11. Archaic slang for food

5. To borrow without intent to repay OR
To beg or obtain by begging
6. A coin with the value of one pound
sterling
8. A bronze coin worth 1⁄4 of a penny;
withdrawn from circulation in 1961;
also slang for something very small and
worthless.
9. A round, soft, unsweetened bread,
similar to a muffin; slang for an
attractive girl

/LIVER 4WIST
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by Charles Dickens
Oliver Twist, published in 1837, is one of Charles Dickens’ most famous works. It tells the
tale of an orphan boy, Oliver Twist, who grows up in poverty in England. In this passage from
Chapter II, Oliver is 9 years old and living in a government workhouse. The ofﬁcials of the
workhouse choose to feed the residents very little.

"

oys have generally excellent appetites. Oliver Twist and his
companions suffered the tortures of slow starvation for three
months: at last they got so voracious and wild with hunger, that
one boy, who was tall for his age, and hadn’t been used to that sort of
thing (for his father had kept a small cook-shop), hinted darkly to his
companions, that unless he had another basin of gruel per diem, he
was afraid he might some night happen to eat the boy who slept next
him, who happened to be a weakly youth of tender age. He had a wild,
hungry eye; and they implicitly believed him. A council was held; lots
were cast who should walk up to the master after supper that evening,
and ask for more; and it fell to Oliver Twist.
The evening arrived; the boys took their places. The master, in his
cook’s uniform, stationed himself at the copper; his pauper assistants
Illustration of Oliver
ranged themselves behind him; the gruel was served out; and a long
asking
for more food, from
grace was said over the short commons. The gruel disappeared; the
the ﬁrst publication of
boys whispered each other, and winked at Oliver; while his next
Oliver Twist.
neighbors nudged him. Child as he was, he was desperate with hunger,
and reckless with misery. He rose from the table; and advancing to the
master, basin and spoon in hand, said: somewhat alarmed at his own temerity:
‘Please, sir, I want some more.’
The master was a fat, healthy man; but he turned very pale. He gazed in stupeﬁed astonishment
on the small rebel for some seconds, and then clung for support to the copper. The assistants were
paralysed with wonder; the boys with fear.
‘What!’ said the master at length, in a faint voice.
‘Please, sir,’ replied Oliver, ‘I want some more.’
The master aimed a blow at Oliver’s head with the ladle; pinioned him in his arm; and shrieked
aloud for the beadle.

3UMMARIZE )T

Write a short summary of the passage.
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ACTIVITY

Lionel BartMeet

Lionel Bart
He worked with Joan Littlewood on
the music and lyrics for a new musical,
Fings Ain’t Wot They Used T’Be,
(described as ‘a musical EastEnders,
but far more joyous’). It was
celebrated for presenting the lives of
the working classes in an honest,
unpretentious and entertaining
fashion.

Composer Lionel Bart sitting at his piano.

Lionel Bart was a writer and
composer, famous for writing the
book, music and lyrics for the muchloved musical Oliver!
Born Lionel Begleiter in London on 1
August 1930, he grew up in London’s
East End, the 11th child of a Stepney
tailor. Aged 16 he won a scholarship to
study at St Martin’s School of Art but
he was later expelled and gave up his
ambitions of becoming a painter. He
started working as a set painter at the
Unity Theatre and began writing songs
in response to a sign asking for musical
material for one of the theatre’s
productions. Bart had no musical
training and was unable to write
music; he is well-known for claiming to
hum, sing or tap out melodies whilst
someone else orchestrated the tune.
Despite this, Bart gained recognition
for his song-writing skills and wrote
hits such as ‘Living Doll’, which was
Cliff Richard’s first number one single.
He claimed that he wrote the song in
just 6 minutes one Sunday morning!
He also briefly took charge of British
band The Rolling Stones.

Bart enjoyed further success writing
lyrics for the musical Lock Up Your
Daughters and the film Tommy the
Toreador before he achieved the
greatest success of his career with
Oliver!, his musical based on Dickens’
classic novel Oliver Twist in 1960. The
show was an instant success and
received 23 curtain calls on its opening
night!
At the height of his success he was
earning £16 per minute from Oliver!
He counted Princess Margaret, The
Beatles, Brian Epstein, Liberace,
Shirley Bassey and Judy Garland
amongst his friends and hosted
marathon parties at his Kensington
mansion.
During the latter part of the 1960s, he
wrote the music and lyrics for another
musical, Maggie May which was a
moderate success and composed
music and lyrics for a few films
including the hit title song for the
James Bond film From Russia With
Love.
Bart got into financial difficulties due
to his excessive lifestyle and also from
trying to fund later projects including
his disastrous musical about Robin

Meet
Hood, Twang! He rashly sold all of his
rights to Oliver! which he later
predicted had cost him a potential
£100 million. Cameron Mackintosh
generously later donated a percentage
of the royalties of his 1994 revival at
the London Palladium to Bart. Bart
blamed some of his poor handling of
money on his upbringing and said in
an interview “My father gambled and
there were endless arguments about
it. I hated money and had no respect
for it. My attitude was to spend it as I
got it.” By 1972, Bart was bankrupt
with debts of £73,000. He became
depressed and suffered with
alcoholism but continued to write
songs and themes for films. In his final
years, his only real success was an
advertising jingle for the Abbey
National Building Society.

Lionel Bart
decline in his fortunes. At the time of
his death on 3 April 1999, he was living
in a small flat in Acton. Despite the
rags to riches to rags path of his life
Bart was praised for his enduring good
humour. In Bart’s obituary in The
Independent, Cameron Mackintosh
commented: “Of all the people I know
in this business who have had ups and
downs, Lionel is the least bitter man I
have ever come across. He regrets it
but, considering that everyone else
has made millions out of his creations,
he’s never been sour, never been
vindictive.”
Andrew Lloyd Webber described Bart
as a “genius” and said “the loss to
British musical theatre caused by his
untimely death is incalculable.”
ROSIE ENGLISH

At one time Bart had homes in
London, New York, Malibu and
Tangiers but this all changed with the

Songwriter Lionel Bart sitting at his piano
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OLIVER! Premieres in the West End (1960)
Oliver! premiered in the West End at the New Theatre (now the
Noël Coward Theatre) on June 30,1960 and ran for 2,618
performances.
The original cast featured Ron Moody as
Fagin, Georgia Brown as Nancy, and Barry Humphries in the
supporting role of Mr. Sowerberry, the undertaker. Keith
Hamshere (the original Oliver) is now a Hollywood still
photographer (Star Wars etc.); Martin Horsey (the original
Dodger) works as an actor/director. Other boys alternated in
the juvenile leads, including Davy Jones as the Artful Dodger.
Former professional boxer Danny Sewell was the original Bill
Sikes, and remained in the role (including the original
Broadway and US touring productions) for six years.
Original London stars Keith Hamshere as Oliver and Martin Horsey as Dodger (1960)

OLIVER! Takes Broadway By Storm (1963)
Lionel Bart’s Oliver! made its
Broadway debut at the Imperial
Theater on January 6, 1963
and ran for 774 performances.
The cast featured child actor
Bruce Prochnik in the title role
alongside Georgia Brown,
reprising her West End role as
Nancy, and Clive Revill as
Fagin, replacing Ron Moody.
The Broadway production was
a critical success and received
ten Tony Award nominations,
including Best Musical, Best
Actor in a Musical, Best
Actress in a Musical and Best
Featured Actor in a Musical. It
won the awards for Best Scenic
Design, Best Original Score
and Best Music Direction.

Original London and Broadway star Georgia Brown as Nancy is joined by Michael
Goodman as Dodger, Bruce Prochnik as Oliver and Clive Revill as Fagin (1963)

OLIVER Meets OSCAR (1968)
In 1968, the stage production of Oliver! was adapted for film,
with a screenplay by Vernon Harris and direction by Carol
Reed. It starred original Fagin Ron Moody with Jack Wild,
Shani Wallis, Oliver Reed, Mark Lester, Harry Secombe and
Leonard Rossiter. The 1968 motion picture won six Academy
Awards including Best Picture, and received nominations for
both Moody and Wild.
It was first telecast in the United States by ABC-TV in 1975.
The film went to cable in the US in 1982, and it is still regularly
broadcast.

Original London star Ron Moody reprised his role as Fagin in the 1968 feature film
alongside Jack Wild as the Artful Dodger. Both were nominated for Academy Awards.
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Synopsis

Oliver! synopsis

Please note this is a synopsis of the musical not the novel Oliver Twist.
Act 1
The musical opens in a workhouse in the Midlands where a group of orphans queue
to receive a bowl of gruel. They distract themselves from their misery by dreaming of
their favourite meals. Oliver approaches the Beadle, Mr Bumble to ask for a second
helping of gruel. Outraged, Mr Bumble
refuses and Oliver is marched out of the
hall. He is reprimanded for being
ungrateful and with Widow Corney, joint
caretaker of the workhouse, the cruel
duo sell Oliver. The Sowerberrys, who
work as funeral undertakers, employ
Oliver as an apprentice and he is sent to
sleep in the basement with the coffins.
The next day, Oliver meets Noah
Claypole, another Sowerberry employee,
who insults Oliver’s dead mother. Oliver
Justin Kopman
Thomas
Kerry as
asOliver
Oliver.
attacks Noah and escapes. He walks all
the way to London where, tired and hungry, he meets The Artful Dodger who offers
to introduce him to a kind gentleman who will give him food and lodgings. Dodger
takes Oliver to meet Fagin, who welcomes him to stay. During the night Oliver is
awoken by Fagin sleep-talking and he sees Fagin’s personal collection of stolen
goods. In the morning, Nancy and Bet visit Fagin and the gang. Nancy is kind to
Oliver and tells him to take no notice when Fagin and the boys tease him for being
well-spoken. As Nancy and Bet leave, they warn the boys to be careful not to get
caught when they are out stealing from the pockets of wealthy Londoners. Fagin
encourages Oliver to join the rest of the boys when they set off pick-pocketing. The
boys roam the streets looking for oblivious rich victims. Dodger takes a handkerchief
from the pocket of a well-dressed man, Mr Brownlow, and quickly hands it to Oliver,
gesturing for him to run away. Shocked, Oliver hesitates before he starts to run.
Dodger escapes but Oliver is caught and taken away to the Magistrate.
Act 2

encourages Oliver to join the rest of the boys when they set off pick-pocketing. The
boys roam the streets looking for oblivious rich victims. Dodger takes a handkerchief
from the pocket of a well-dressed man, Mr Brownlow, and quickly hands it to Oliver,
gesturing
forsellers
him topromoting
run away.their
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Brownlow asks Oliver
to return a couple of books to the store and gives him a £5 note to pay the
Act 2
outstanding
balance. As he leaves, Mr Brownlow is struck by the likeness between
Oliver
and a act
portrait
of in
hisa daughter,
Agnes.
Whilst
he is out, Oliver
is ambushed
The second
begins
tavern where
Nancy
is encouraged
to sing
a favouriteby
Nancy, Bet and Bill who take him back to Fagin. Bill threatens Oliver to try and find
song. As she finishes the song, her menacing boyfriend Bill Sikes enters and
out how much he has said about the gang’s activities. Oliver denies telling anyone
threatens some of the drinkers. Dodger rushes in to tell Fagin what has happened to
but Bill becomes angry and aggressive. Nancy intervenes to protect Oliver before Bill
Oliver and that they may all be in trouble. Bill gets wind of the situation and,
turns on her. The pair argue and Fagin attempts unsuccessfully to diffuse the
realising that Oliver might implicate him too, threatens Nancy into going to retrieve
situation.
Oliver. Bet rushes to comfort Nancy but she tells her to go home. She is upset but
loves Bill too much to go against his wishes or to leave him. Meanwhile, after being
Elsewhere, in the Midlands, a dying woman confesses to Mr Bumble and Widow
released without charge by the Magistrate, Oliver wakes up in Mr Brownlow’s house
Corney (who are now married) that she stole a gold locket from a young woman who
with Mrs Bedwin, the Housekeeper, singing softly at his bedside. From the room he
gave birth to a child in the workhouse before dying. When Mr Bumble and Widow
hears street sellers promoting their goods and he feels overwhelming happiness
Corney realise the child was Oliver, they set out to profit from the news under the
listening to their voices, safe with people 15
who care for him. Mr Brownlow asks Oliver
guise of returning the locket to its rightful owner. Mr Brownlow sees through their
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Nancy, Bet and Bill who take him back to Fagin. Bill threatens Oliver to try and find
out how much he has said about the gang’s activities. Oliver denies telling anyone
but Bill becomes angry and aggressive. Nancy intervenes to protect Oliver before Bill
turns on her. The pair argue and Fagin attempts unsuccessfully to diffuse the
situation.
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Elsewhere, in the Midlands, a dying woman confesses to Mr Bumble and Widow
Corney (who are now married) that she stole a gold locket from a young woman who
gave birth to a child in the workhouse before dying. When Mr Bumble and Widow
Corney realise the child was Oliver, they set out to profit from the news under the
guise of returning the locket to its rightful owner. Mr Brownlow sees through their
act but pays them for the locket before dismissing them angrily. Mr Brownlow
Above
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as Mrthat
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Vandaughter
Den Berg as
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realises
from
picture
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to his
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thatCorney.
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Right:
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Mrs
Bedwin.
the workhouse shortly after giving birth to Oliver.
A little while later, Nancy calls at Mr Brownlow’s house asking him to meet her alone
on London Bridge at midnight where she will bring Oliver to him. On the way, Bill
sees Nancy with Oliver and thinks that she has betrayed him. He attacks and kills her
before carrying Oliver away. Mr Brownlow finds Nancy’s body and raises the alarm.
Bill alerts Fagin to what he has done and warns him that the authorities will be
looking for them all now. Bill continues to run away, taking Oliver up onto the
rooftops to avoid pursuit. Fagin and the boys quickly leave the den and go their
separate ways. Tormented by visions of Nancy’s murdered body, Bill is shot and
Oliver escapes. He returns safely to the loving protection of Mr Brownlow and Fagin,
disguised in a hat and different clothing, walks away into the murky streets of
London.
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Rehearsing for the 2017/2018 production of

Savanna LaSelva (Nancy), Liam Prato-Doriet (Nipper), Matteo deFlorentiis (Dodger)
and Audrey Cheng (Squeak) rehearse the song “I’d Do Anything”

TheatreDLS’s Artistic Director Michael Luchka is making his stage debut as Fagin.
Here he meets Oliver (Justin Kopman) for the first time.

Grade 5 and 6 students will play workhouse
boys following their successful audition.

Fionn MacCready and Jon Cucchiella secured
starring roles in this year’s production. Fionn
plays Mr. Brownlow and Jon plays Bill Sikes.

AJ Bailey (Mr. Bumble) rehearses an important song as Olivia Misasi (Miss
Corney), right, and Alessia Panic (Bet) , centre, strike poses.

Joseph Bianchi and Megan Campbell will take
us to new highs and lows as the cruel
undertakers, Mr. and Mrs. Sowerberry.

Noah (Conrad Beier) gets what he deserves
after making fun of Oliver (Justin Kopman).
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De La Salle College’s 1997 production of

Oliver!

Fagin (Luke Arnott ) is surrounded by his thieves, including the Artful Dodger
played by Frankie O”Doherty (right) played Oliver in the 1997 production.

Grade 7 student Matthew Polci (above) played Oliver
in the 1997 Theatre De La Salle production.

The cast of Theatre De La Salle’s production of Oliver! (1997)
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MEET our CAST
JUSTIN KOPMAN (Oliver)

In September 2017, at the age of eleven, Justin was cast in the title
role in the TheatreDLS production of Lionel Bart's musical Oliver!
This role marks his musical theatre debut. It was after a crowd-pleasing
and award-winning vocal and guitar performance of the song “Chasing
Cars” at a Junior School Talent Show in 2016 that Justin first caught
the attention of the theatre’s Artistic Director.

MATTEO deFLORENTIIS (Dodger)

Matteo was 13 when he was cast to play the Artful Dodger after
making his TheatreDLS debut in the 2017 production of The Pirates of
Penzance. Matteo is no stranger to the world of musical theatre, having
appeared in productions of Annie, Bye, Bye Birdie, The King and I, Into
the Woods, The Lorax, and Alice in Wonderland.
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Oliver! Timeline
Oliver Twist has been reincarnated numerous times since it was first published in
1837. The original story has been translated onto film, infused with music for the
stage and adapted for TV. The timeline below features some of the key dates and
events in the journey from Victorian novel to musical stage show and film.
1837-8 – Charles Dickens writes Oliver
Twist, first published as a serial in
Bentley’s Miscellany between
February 1837 and April 1839. For the
first part of Oliver Twist, Dickens
receives £13, 16 shillings, the second
highest payment on record for that
issue. First book edition published in
November 1838.
1948 – Film version of Oliver Twist
directed by David Lean and starring
Alec Guinness as Fagin is released.
30 June 1960 – Lionel Bart gives the
story a colourful makeover and writes
the script, music and lyrics for a
musical based on the classic novel.
Oliver! is performed for the first time
at the New Theatre, London. The show
is an instant success.

Original poster image from the first
production of Oliver in 1960.

6 January 1963 – Oliver! opens on
Broadway at Imperial Theater. The
show receives 10 Tony Award
nominations before closing on 14
November 1964.
1963 – Lionel Bart wins the Tony
award for Best Composer and Lyricist
for Oliver! He becomes the first British
composer to win a Tony Award. The
show’s designer Sean Kenny also picks
up the award for Set Design.
1965 – Oliver! is revived on Broadway
at the Martin Beck Theater and runs
for 64 performances.
1968 – Film version of Bart’s musical
Oliver! directed by Carol Reed is
released. Ron Moody plays Fagin. The
film wins 6 Oscars for Best Picture,
Best Director, Best Art Direction, Best
Achievement in Sound, Best Musical
Score and Best Choreography. Ron
Moody receives an Oscar nomination
and a Golden Globe Award for his role
as Fagin.

Mark Lester as Oliver Twist in the film ‘Oliver’.
Photograph: Keystone/Getty Images
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1977 – Cameron Mackintosh revives
Oliver! in London at the Albery
Theatre (the renamed New Theatre;
now the Noel Coward Theatre). It runs
for over two years.
1983 – Cameron Mackintosh revives
Oliver! for a second time for a limited
five-week Christmas period run at the
Aldwych Theatre.
1984 – The 1983 London revival of
Oliver! transfers to Broadway and
plays at The Mark Hellinger Theater
from 29 April – 13 May. Ron Moody
reprises the role of Fagin. Moody is
nominated for a Tony Award for
outstanding performance by an actor
in a musical.
8 December 1994 – 21 February 1998
– Cameron Mackintosh revives the
show for a third time at the London
Palladium. The production is directed
by Sam Mendes and choreographed
by Matthew Bourne featuring new
music and lyrics written by Lionel Bart
and extra dialogue not featured in the
original script added by Bart and
Mendes. The show grosses £40 million
at the box office over 1,366
performances.
2005 – Roman Polanski’s film, a
straight version of Oliver Twist without
music, is released. Ben Kingsley plays
Fagin.
2007 – The BBC produce Oliver Twist,
a mini-series for TV. Timothy Spall
plays Fagin, Sophie Okonedo is Nancy
and Tom Hardy is Bill Sikes.
14 Janurary 2009- 8 January 2011 –
Oliver! is revived again by Cameron
Mackintosh for a production at
Theatre Royal, Drury Lane. The
production is heavily based upon the

1994 London Palladium show with
many of the same creative team. It is
directed by Rupert Goold and receives
rave reviews. Fagin is played by Rowan
Atkinson and Nancy is played by Jodie
Prenger, winner of the BBC reality
television show I’d Do Anything (and
Calamity Jane in The Watermill’s 2014
summer musical). It is nominated for
three Olivier Awards in 2010: Best
Revival of a Musical, Best Actor in a
Musical (for Rowan Atkinson) and Best
Theatre Choreography. Whilst at
Drury Lane, the show plays to
1,482,633 people!

Oliver! billboard at the Theatre Royal,
Drury Lane in 2009.

2011-13 – The 2009 London revival
tours the UK to 11 venues. The role of
Fagin is shared by Neil Morrissey and
Brian Conley and Nancy is played by
Samantha Barks (who came third in
the reality show I’d Do Anything).
2017-2018
Theatre
De La Salle
31 July 2015 – The
Watermill
Theatre’s
Oliver!
in
Torontoproduction
prepares toofstage
its
directed
by Luke
Sheppard
third
revival
of Lionel
Bart’sopens,
Oliver!
featuring
33
young
performers
following successful productionsfrom
the1977
localand
community
in
1997. alongside a

professional cast of actor-musicians.
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Interesting Oliver! Facts
Interesting Oliver! Facts
The name ‘Artful Dodger’ is variously
translated.
In Hungarian
‘Pitkakynsi’,
The
name ‘Artful
Dodger’itisisvariously
meaning ‘light-fingered’.
it is
translated.
In Hungarian itInisSwedish
‘Pitkakynsi’,
‘Raven’, meaning
‘the sly In
and
cunningit fox’.
meaning
‘light-fingered’.
Swedish
is
In
Hebrew
it
is
‘Ha’Chamkan’
which
‘Raven’, meaning ‘the sly and cunning fox’.
translates
‘Slippery
Roger’. which
In
Hebrewas
it is
‘Ha’Chamkan’

translates as ‘Slippery Roger’.
In ‘Food Glorious Food’ the boys dream of
cold
jellyGlorious
and custard
butthe
in boys
foreign
In
‘Food
Food’
dream of
translations
of
productions,
some
of the
cold jelly and custard but in foreign
local delicacies
boys dream of
are: of
a fresh
translations
of productions,
some
the
fish (Finland),
soup and
chestnut
local
delicaciesgoulash
boys dream
of are:
a fresh
puree
(Hungary),
hugesoup
cakesand
andchestnut
pork
fish
(Finland),
goulash
chops
(Poland),
meat
pudding
(Sweden).
puree (Hungary), huge cakes and pork
chops (Poland), meat pudding (Sweden).
690 children from Inverness to the Isle of
Wight
appeared
atInverness
the London
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children
from
to Palladium
the Isle of
including
the
Director
of
The
Watermill’s
Wight appeared at the London Palladium
production,
Sheppard.
including
theLuke
Director
of The Watermill’s
production, Luke Sheppard.
Oliver! has played in 22 different languages:
Basque,has
Bulgarian,
Czech,
Danish,languages:
Dutch,
Oliver!
played in
22 different
Estonian,Bulgarian,
Faroese, Finnish,
French,Dutch,
Frisian,
Basque,
Czech, Danish,
German, Greek,
Hebrew,
Hungarian,
Estonian,
Faroese,
Finnish,
French, Frisian,
Icelandic,Greek,
Italian,Hebrew,
Japanese,
Norwegian,
German,
Hungarian,
Polish, Slovakian,
Spanish and
Swedish.
Icelandic,
Italian, Japanese,
Norwegian,
Polish, Slovakian, Spanish and Swedish.
Artists who have appeared as Fagin include:
Artists
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as Fagin
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Russ Abbott,
Jim Dale,
Roy Hudd,
Barry
Russ
Abbott,Robert
Jim Dale,
Roy Hudd,
Barry
Humphries,
Lindsay,
Ron Moody,
Humphries,
Robert
Lindsay,
Ron
Moody,
Jonathan Pryce, Rowan Atkinson, Omid
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Rowan
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Djalili andPryce,
Griff Rhys
Jones.
Djalili and Griff Rhys Jones.
Artists who have appeared as The Artful
Artists
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appeared
TheJones
Artful
Dodgerwho
include:
Collins,as
Davy
Dodger
include:
Phil Collins,
Jones
(from the
Monkees),
AnthonyDavy
Newley
and
(from
the Monkees), Anthony Newley and
Jack Wild.
Jack Wild.
Artists who have appeared as Oliver include
Artists
who have
appeared
as Oliver include
Mark Lester
and Dennis
Waterman.
Mark Lester and Dennis Waterman.
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AUDITION%EXTRACTS%
%

from the Script

OLIVER TWIST
OLIVER%TWIST%
The%following%extract%is%between%Dodger%and%Oliver.%This%is%the%first%time%they%meet.%The%director%
will%read%in%for%Oliver%during%audition.%
%
(Oliver)has)been)running)he)finds)a)safe)place)to)sit)and)begins)to)undo)his)bundle)and)eat)his)
bread.)After)a)while)Oliver)notices)he)is)being)watched.))
)
Dodger:*What*you*starin*at?*Aint*you*never*seen*a*gent?*
Oliver:%No%I%haven’t.%
Dodger*:*Tired?*
Oliver:%I’ve%been%running%hard.%
Dodger:*You*must*have*been*running*away*from*the*beak?*
Oliver:%Isn’t%a%beak%what%a%birds%got?%
%
(%Pause,%Shovels%in%his%last%bit%of%bread)%
%
Oliver:%I’m%starving.%
Dodger:*Got*no*mother?*
Oliver:%No%
Dodger:*Got*no*father?*
Oliver:%No%
Dodger:*Got*any*lodgings?*
Oliver:%No%
Dodger:*Money?*
Oliver:%Not%a%farthing.%Do%you%live%in%London?%
Dodger:*When*I’m*at*home.*I*suppose*you*want*some*place*to*sleep*tonight,*don’t*you.*Are*you*
accommodated?*
Oliver:%No,%I%don’t%think%so…..%
Dodger:*Then*accommodated*you*shall*be,*me*old*mate.*There’s*a*certain*house*and*a*respectable*
old*gentleman*I*know….*
Oliver:%Who%is%this%respectable%old%gentleman?%Is%he%a%charity%gentleman?%
Dodger:*Well*I*wouldn’t*exactly*say*that…..*
Oliver:%My%name%is%Oliver%–%Oliver%Twist.%
Dodger:*And*my*name’s*Jack*Dawkins.*
Oliver:%Pleased%to%meet%you%Mr%Dawkins.%
Dodger:*Me*old*pork*sausage,*you’re*coming*with*me?*
Oliver:%Are%you%sure%Mr%Fagin%won’t%mind?%
%
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THE ARTFUL DODGER
ARTFUL%DODGER%
The%following%extract%is%between%Dodger%and%Oliver.%The%director%will%read%in%for%Oliver%during%
audition.%
%
Dodger%:%I%suppose%you%want%some%place%to%sleep%tonight,%don’t%you?%Are%you%accommodated?%
Oliver:*No,*I*don’t*think*so..*
Dodger:)Then)accommodated)you)shall)be,)me)old)mate.)there’s)a)certain)houseH)and)I)know)a)
respectable)old)gentleman)lives)there,)wot’ll)give)you)lodgin’s)for)nothink,)and)never)ask)for)the)
changeH)this)is)–)and)that)is,)if)any)other)gentleman)wot)he)knows)introduces)yer.)And)does)he)
know)me?)I)should)say)he)does!)Not)‘arf)he)don’t)–)and)some!)
Oliver:*Who*is*this*respectable*old*gentleman?*Is*he*a*charity*gentleman?*
Dodger:%Well,%I%wouldn’t%eggxzackley%say%that%–%not%eggzackley.%But%if%I%interduces%someone%its%
alright,%on%account%of%%I%happen%ter%be%a%pertickler%favourite%of%Mister%Fagin…that’s%his%nameS%
Mister%Fagin.%By%the%way%if%I’m%interducing%you%to%Fagin,%I%better%know%who%you%are%–%me%old%
china%plate.%
Oliver:%My%names%OliverZ%Oliver%Twist.%
Dodger:%And%my%name’s%Jack%Dawkins%–%better%known%among%me%more%hintimate%friends%as%the%
Artful%dodger.%
Dodger.
%
FAGIN
FAGIN%
(%Fagin*boils*some*coffee*in*a*saucepan.*Once*he*is*satisfied*that*everyone*is*asleep*he*takes*a*small*
box*and*opens*it)*
Fagin:%I’m%a%real%miser%y%know.%But%can%I%help%it?%I%just%like%to%look%at%it!%This%is%my%little%pleasure%–%
a%cup%of%coffee%–%and%a%quick%count%up.%I%mean,%whos%gonna%look%after%me%in%me%old%age?(To%the%
bird)%Will%you%birdie?%(His%eyes%wonder%over%to%where%Oliver%is)%Will….YOU…..You…Why%are%you%
awake?%What%have%you%seen?%Quick%–%quick%Speak!%I%want%to%hear%every%detail%you%saw!%(Oliver:*I*
didn’t*see*anything….)%
Fagin:%Be%sure…be%sure….%(Oliver:)Ok)Im)sure.)%
Fagin:%(Resuming%his%old%manner)%Alright%then…if%youre%sure,%Im%sure.%Of%course%I%knew%all%along,%
my%dear.%I%was%only%trying%to%frighten%you.%Youre%a%brave%boy,%Oliver.%A%brave%boy.%(He%glances%
uneasily%at%the%box)%Did%you%see%any%of%my%pretty%things%,%my%dear?%
%
NANCY%
NANCY
Lord%help%me,%I%am%and%I%wish%I’d%of%%been%struck%down%dead%before%I%lent%a%hand%in%bringing%him%
back%here.%Cause%after%tonight%e’s%a%liar%and%a%theif%and%all%that’s%bad.%Aint%that%enough%for%you,%
without%beating%him%to%death?%
(Fagin:%Come,%come%Nancy,%civil%words.%Civil%words%eh%Bill?)%
Nancy:%Civil%words!%You%deserve%them%from%me,%don’t%you!%Cause%I%was%out%on%the%streets%for%you%
when%I%was%a%child%half%his%age,%and%Ive%been%in%the%same%trade,%and%the%same%service%for%fifteen%
years%and%don’t%you%forget%it!%
%
%
%
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Food, Glorious Food!
FOOD, GLORIOUS FOOD
Is it worth the waiting for?
If we live 'til eighty four
All we ever get is gru...el!
Ev'ry day we say our prayer -Will they change the bill of fare?
Still we get the same old gru...el!
There is not a crust, not a crumb can we find,
Can we beg, can we borrow, or cadge,
But there's nothing to stop us from getting a thrill
When we all close our eyes and imag...ine
Food, glorious food!
Hot sausage and mustard!
While we're in the mood -Cold jelly and custard!
Pease pudding and saveloys!
What next is the question?
Rich gentlemen have it, boys -In-di-gestion!
Food, glorious food!
We're anxious to try it.
Three banquets a day -Our favourite diet!
Just picture a great big steak -Fried, roasted or stewed.
Oh, food,
Wonderful food,
Marvellous food,
Glorious food.
Food, glorious food!
What is there more handsome?
Gulped, swallowed or chewed -Still worth a kin's ransom.
What is it we dream about?
Wat brings on a sigh?
Piled peaches and cream , about
Six feet high!
Food, glorious food!
Eat right through the menu.
Just loosen your belt
Two inches and then you
Work up a new appetite.
In this interlude -The food,
Once again, food
Fabulous food,
Glorious food.

Food, glorious food!
Don't care what it looks like -Burned!
Underdone!
Crude!
Don't care what the cook's like.
Just thinking of growing fat -Our senses go reeling
One moment of knowing that
Full-up feeling!
Food, glorious food!
What wouldn't we give for
That extra bit more -That's all that we live for
Why should we be fated to
Do nothing but brood
On food,
Magical food,
Wonderful food,
Marvellous food,
Fabulous food,
OLIVER
Beautiful food,
Glorious food.

Oliver Twist

